Snellius's Fundamenta Arithmetica et Geometrica (1615) is much more than a Latin translation of Ludolph van Ceulen's Arithmetische en Geometrische Fondamenten. Willebrord Snellius both adapted and commented on the Dutch original in his Fundamenta, and thus his Latin version can be read as a dialogue between representatives of two different approaches to mathematics in the early modern period: Snellius's humanist approach and Van Ceulen's practitioner's approach. This article considers the relationship between the Dutch and Latin versions of the text and, in particular, puts some of their statements on the use of numbers in geometry under the microscope. In addition, Snellius's use of the Fundamenta as an instrument to further his career is explained. Ó 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A dialogue
The Fundamenta Arithmetica et Geometrica ("Arithmetical and Geometrical Foundations"), Willebrord Snellius's translation and adaptation of a vernacular text by Ludolph van Ceulen, is a fundamental work for better understanding several problems in early modern mathematics. It acquaints us with some of the obstacles that mathematicians at the time experienced in the application of arithmetical concepts in geometry, tells us how some of them tried to reconcile different mathematical traditions in a fruitful way, and shows how difficult it was to obtain a position in which a mathematician could actually do mathematics.
Neither the Fundamenta nor its Dutch counterpart, the Arithmetische en Geometrische Fondamenten, has received much attention in scholarship. In this article, I will present them as stores of rich material that deserve more attention. The Fundamenta is not just a translation; it is a reworking of the Dutch original with many additions by Snellius. The differences between the two books make them function as a dialogue between Snellius and the by then dead Van Ceulen about several fundamental issues in mathematics at the time.
The organization of this article is as follows: first the principal persons involved in the rest of the story will be briefly introduced; then the publication process of the Fundamenta will be sketched. In Section 3 the Dutch and Latin versions will be compared. The next two sections focus on two programmatic parts of the Fundamenta: Section 4 analyses in detail Snellius's dedication letter, a rich rhetorical piece containing, in a nutshell, his philosophy of mathematics, and Section 5 discusses Van Ceulen's introduction of the four elementary operations to line segment-number pairs and Snellius's reaction to it.
The present article is an abridged and somewhat modified version of a part of my Ph.D. thesis [de Wreede, 2007] , to which I refer for the discussion of more examples of the dialogue Van Ceulen-Snellius.
The actors
Both the Fundamenta and the Fondamenten appeared in 1615. By that time Willebrord Snellius (1580 Snellius ( -1626 was an extraordinary professor (extraordinarius) of the mathematical sciences at Leiden University, the bulwark of late humanist scholarship. After an extensive peregrinatio academica, he stayed in Leiden to assist his father, Rudolph Snellius, in his teaching activities. Rudolph Snellius (1546 Snellius ( -1613 had been the first professor of the mathematical sciences at Leiden University. He was the most fervent Dutch adherent of the contested work of Petrus Ramus, the 16th-century reformer of the school curriculum. Unlike Willebrord, Rudolph was no specialist in mathematics, which is clearly shown in his works, mainly adaptations of and commentaries on the work of Ramus and his circle. By 1615, Willebrord had already shown some achievements in mathematics: among other things, he had reconstructed two lost works of Apollonius of Perga, translated Simon Stevin's voluminous Wisconstige Gedachtenissen into Latin, and written a commentary on Ramus's Arithmetica. His more original works would appear in the next decade.
As well as from his father, Willebrord received his scientific and scholarly education from two other key figures from the Leiden scene: Ludolph van Ceulen and Josephus Justus Scaliger. Van Ceulen (1540 -1610 was a professor at the Leiden engineering school, where mathematics for practical purposes was taught in the vernacular. However, his mathe-matical interests and capabilities far exceeded what was needed in his job, as is primarily testified by his book Vanden Circkel (1596), in which he calculated p to 20 decimal places (all correct) and developed some mathematics concerning chords of regular polygons. Scaliger (1540 Scaliger ( -1609 tried to surpass Van Ceulen and all other mathematicians in the field of circle squaring, but was sadly mistaken.
1 However poor his mathematical explorations may have been, Scaliger's knowledge of Greek was unparalleled and his reputation as a humanist scholar at home and abroad was enormous. He did not have to teach regular courses, but he did offer private tuition at home to a small group of students, among whom Snellius, whom he stimulated to carry out research and publish it as well.
Snellius dedicated the Fundamenta to his relative Aemilius Rosendalius (1557-1620), a lawyer at the Hof of Holland, the provincial high court. Snellius and Rosendalius shared some scientific interests, e.g., in telescopes, at an early phase of their existence, about which they corresponded.
Behind the scenes of the publication of the Fundamenta (1615)
In a letter, which probably dates from early 1615, Snellius promised Rosendalius a very special New Year's gift, fit for a lover of books, as a token of his friendship.
2 Before he could actually offer the present, he had to give some explanation to his correspondent. A few years after Ludolph van Ceulen's death in 1610, his widow and some other heirs had decided to publish part of his manuscripts, which were written in Dutch. They would indeed appear in 1615 under the title Arithmetische en Geometrische Fondamenten. Snellius told Rosendalius that these heirs had asked him to translate this work into Latin in order to make it accessible to an international learned audience, 3 to which request he had yielded reluctantly:
although I considered myself more burdened than honoured, I have nevertheless accepted to do it, in order to show that the memory of my deceased friend is very dear to me, and in order to extend Van Ceulen's fame abroad, which we have already acknowledged in the Netherlands in these sciences. 4 Although there is no reason to doubt the sincerity of the wish of Adriana Simons, Van Ceulen's widow, to enhance her deceased husband's reputation by making his work known, she was certainly driven by financial motives as well. She even had the Fondamenten printed with three different dedicatory letters: to Count Ernest of Nassau and the States of Gelderland, to Count Maurice of Nassau and the States of Holland and West-Friesland, and to 1 See Jan Hogendijk's paper in this issue. 2 "Constitueram autem haud nudum votum afferre, sed simul xenium veluti tesseram animi et affectus indicem. non illud quidem splendidum aut de divite censu depromptum: sed qualis hoc hominum genus decet qui curam suam libris addixerunt. Id ipsum tamen te inconsulto haud facere ausus fui, neque prius quam consilium meum tibi exposuissem" [Snellius, 1615, fol the Admiralties of Holland and West-Friesland, 5 apparently determined to gain as much as possible from the book by addressing different groups of potential patrons.
Snellius wrote to Rosendalius that he had to put much effort into the Latin translation of the Fondamenten, and that even so Simons had demanded the right to enclose a dedicatory letter at the beginning of the volume, to either the States 6 or the Stadholder. Snellius had yielded this to her, although he thought that she was quibbling, on the condition that he was allowed to include his own dedicatory letter in the middle of the book. Thus, the part of the book that he considered the "best and richest part of the whole work" was destined for Rosendalius. 7 Snellius insisted on this right because he wanted to use the book as a tool for his own career. He did not keep his motives for the dedication to Rosendalius hidden in his letter to his patron, explicitly asking him for a favor: Rosendalius should talk to the curators to arrange that Snellius would obtain "without sweat" that for which others had to exert themselves much. 8 To be more precise: Snellius wanted to become a regular professor (ordinarius) and receive an increase in salary to the level of his father's.
9 Rudolph Snellius was receiving 600 guilders at the end of his life, whereas Willebrord was earning 400 when he wrote to Rosendalius. This bold request was somewhat softened by its closing remark: This is what I felt that I had better explain in a letter than in person, because a letter does not blush.
10
The last part of this sentence was a phrase borrowed from Cicero.
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Rosendalius's plea was partly successful: Snellius was ordained a regular professor in February 1615, but on the same salary as before.
12 Understandably, Snellius was not yet satisfied, and in a letter of 6 January 1616 he asked Rosendalius again to help him. He addressed the issue straightforwardly, refreshing Rosendalius's memory that he should plead Snellius's case with the curators Van Mathenesse and Van der Mijlen, which Rosendalius might have forgotten due to the amount of his daily occupations.
13 He then made it 5 Bierens de Haan [1878b, p. 148] . 6 The States General are meant; see below. 7 "Ibi vidua cuius illud erat aucupium, sibi operis dedicationem ut concederem rogavit, quod pari facilitate ipsi concessi, qua operis versionem in me receperam: assensus itaque ei sum ea lege ut saltem secundae partes meae essent, hoc est, quod illa in totum opus sibi sumebat, id ego in parte aliqua pro meo iure usurparem. Cum itaque illa vel ad ordines vel ad Principem ire constituerit, ego partem optimam et totius operis sumen Tibi destinavi, nisi ipse secus sentias et aliud malis e nostris merum" [Snellius, 1615, fol. 224 r ]. 8 "Quamobrem hoc illud est vir Amplissime quod nunc obnixe rogatum Te [?] velim, cum ipsa oportunitas nos huc quasi invitare videatur, ut si mihi tua facilitate et opera frui liceat, num [?] D. Curatores pro me interpelles, et mihi tuo benificio, quo etiam alienissimi gaudent, hoc impetrare liceat a ' midqxs ı, quod alias cum sollicitudine et cura esset adnitendum" [Snellius, 1615, fol. 224 r ]. 9 "Summa petitionis haec est, ut in Professorum ordinariorum numerum allegerer, et stipendio doceam eodem quo Parens meus p.
[iae] m.
[emoriae] olim docuit, hactenus enim ducentis florenis annuis ab illa summa absum" [Snellius, 1615, fol. 224 r ]. 10 "Haec erant quae per literas potius quam coram explicare me posse putavi, cum litera non erubescat" [Snellius, 1615, fol. 224 r ]. 11 Cicero to L. Lucceius, Epp. ad Fam. V.12.1.3; cf Vollgraff [1948] . 12 [Molhuysen, 1916, pp. 56, 59] . 13 "Etsi haud dubitem causam meam tibi curae esse, atque eam de meliore nota Dominis Curatoribus Mathenesio Vander-Milioque commendatam: cum tamen quotidianarum occupationum tantus sit cumulus, ut ea sollicitudo hanc curam non quidem omnino expectorare, at leviter obliterare possit. Omnino mihi faciendum putavi, ut eius memoriam tibi refricarem" [Snellius, 1616] .
clear that he wanted to have his salary augmented and further remarked that because the Leiden burgomaster Seistius was staying with Rosendalius, and because they were judges in the same lawsuit, Rosendalius could easily urge the burgomaster about this issue.
In addition, Snellius had a trump card with which he could win the sympathy of the university administration. He had prepared an edition of a work by Scaliger on ancient money, named (almost identically to his own book on the same topic) De Re Nummaria Dissertatio, Liber posthumus ("A Treatise on Money, Published Posthumously"), which he dedicated to all regents involved in his promotion: the curators of the university and the magistrates of the town.
14 The combined offensive of Snellius and Rosendalius was successful: Snellius's salary was raised to 500 guilders, although he had to wait until 1618 to receive the 600 guilders he had asked for three years earlier.
The Latin version of the Fondamenten, entitled Fundamenta Arithmetica et Geometrica, was published in 1615, the same year as the Dutch version. Apparently, Rosendalius gave him permission for the dedication, because Snellius did indeed write a flattering dedicatory letter to him, which was printed on pages 83 and 84 of the Fundamenta. This letter is a complex and rich text with some programmatic and polemical statements, which will be discussed in detail in Section 4.
It seems that the Latin book was printed in a great hurry to have it ready in time for the big Frankfurt book fair. Some of the shortcomings of the Fundamenta can therefore be explained by the pressure on the printers. Snellius repeatedly expressed his irritation about the impossibility of finishing the work at his leisure, for instance writing openly in the book that lack of time had hindered him from making an addition. 15 Furthermore, there was no time for new figures to be engraved, which prevented Snellius from extending Van Ceulen's work. He expressed his annoyance about this a number of times.
16 Indeed all the figures are the same as in the Fondamenten, including those containing Dutch words.
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Elsewhere in the book, Snellius remarks that the publishing company did not give him the freedom to write an extension, that he was forced to postpone a demonstration to the next edition, and that he was prompted to make haste by the printers. Although he suffered from these restrictions, he seized the occasion to claim as his own certain inventions, which he intended to expand upon in the next edition or another volume. His additions were printed in italics. 18 He wrote, for example, that he had developed an instrument to construct roots of degree 2 n , which he would like very much to explain to the readers, if the publishing company did not press me for this translation too rudely, because they try to pay the Dutch edition with the Latin one. Van Ceulen, 1615b, p. 135] . 16 E.g. [A situation] "quem ideo quia diagrammate destituimur explicare nunc non possum" [van Ceulen, 1615b, p. 98] ; "Potui aliam etiam concinniorem et parabiliorem factionem afferre, si per operas typographicas et diagrammatum sculptorem liberum fuisset: quamobrem in tempus magis oportunum et hanc, et alias differre cogimur" [ Van Ceulen, 1615b, pp. 127, 135, 221, 230, 233] . 17 See, e.g., [Van Ceulen, 1615b, pp. 36, 39, 40] . 18 Van Ceulen [1615b, pp. 210, 235] . Cf p. 121: "sed et hoc, et alia huius generis complura nostra data occasione in lucem et utilitatem philomathxn aliquando proferemus." 19 "nisi operae typographicae versionem istam, dum cum belgica editione paria facere conantur, nimis importune urgerent" Van Ceulen, 1615b, p. 109 ].
This shows that the publishers (Joost van Colster and Jacob Marcus) expected the international edition to be a commercial success, more so than the Dutch version.
The Dutch text was prepared for printing with much less care than the Latin one, as is testified, for example, by an incorrect presentation of a proposition by Van Ceulen on triangle division. Someone other than Snellius must have been responsible for this. The Dutch version ends very abruptly: no answer follows the enunciation of the last problem. In the Latin version, Snellius explained that Van Ceulen's death had prevented him from finishing this problem and he gave his own solution.
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However carefully Snellius may have worked, the final result was far from perfect due to the sloppy printing. 21 It even seems that there was so little time available that the printing process was started before Adriana Simons had finished her dedicatory letter, since the latter is absent in at least one of the extant copies. 22 Simons dedicated the book to the States General in a letter containing the usual rhetorical flourish about the splendor and usefulness of mathematics, the dedication being much more standard than its Snellian counterpart. More unusual was the fact that the letter was written by a woman. It is unlikely that she knew the discourse well enough to be able to produce such a letter herself, and even less likely that she was proficient in Latin. Snellius would have been the obvious person to assist her, but his annoyance with her may have prevented his intervention. It is unknown what help she received and from whom.
Simons mentioned the benevolence which she had previously experienced from the States General, hoping of course to stimulate their generosity. Oddly, she did not refer to Snellius's share in the present work, although the book so clearly bears his mark, maybe fearing that she would have to share the revenues of the book with him. It is not known how much success she had with the dedications of the Dutch version, but she received 72 guilders from the States General for the Latin edition.
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This brief history of the genesis of the Fundamenta shows that both Van Ceulen's widow and Snellius wished to pursue their own interests by its publication, as well as serving Van Ceulen's memory. The letter to Rosendalius is a valuable source, not only because of the information it contains about the publication history of the Fundamenta, but also because 20 Van Ceulen [1615a, p. 271; 1615b, pp. 267-269] . Pages 91-94 are lacking in the Fondamenten (at least in the two copies I have seen), whereas the missing propositions do figure in the Latin text, in Van Ceulen [1615b, pp. 54-58] , which suggests that Snellius prepared his translation on the basis of a manuscript. 21 Bierens de Haan's remark suggesting that Snellius did not pay enough attention to the accuracy of the printing ("men zoude bijna meenen, dat hij [Snellius] [. . .] zich aan den nauwkeurigheid van den druk [. . .] niet veel liet gelegen liggen") is not fair to Snellius, who most likely did not get the chance to do any proof reading [Bierens de Haan, 1878b, p. 149] . 22 The letter is absent from the copy of Leiden University Library, shelf mark 2360 C 18; there is no sign of its removal after printing. This book was printed "Apud Iacobum Marcum Bibliopolam". I own a digital version of another copy (of which I do not know the location), which includes the letter. It was printed "Apud Iustum a Colster Bibliopolam" according to its title page, and "Apud Iustum a Colster, et Iacobum Marci. Bibliopolas." according to the next page. This last addition is absent in the copy of Utrecht University Library (P. q. 1032), which also contains Adriana Simons's letter. 23 Van Deursen [1984, p. 462 it allows us to see how Snellius used a patron to further his career, and how the book was used by Van Ceulen's widow for her own benefit.
The Fundamenta: a Van Ceulen-Snellius dialogue
Ludolph van Ceulen's De Arithmetische en Geometrische Fondamenten ("Arithmetical and Geometrical Foundations") is a rich work, collecting much of the standard fare of the period in the fields of arithmetic and geometry, but also containing some innovations. Among these is an original introduction of the use of numbers in geometry (see Section 5). Other topics include basic arithmetic and calculations with roots (Book 1), a summary of results from the Elements (Book 2), and propositions and problems involving (regular) polygons and circles, such as triangle division problems, the construction of a cyclic quadrilateral, and calculations with in-and circumscribed polygons (Books 3-6). Some of these problems are solved with the aid of numbers, while others are solved using trigonometry or algebra. Van Ceulen often informed his readers about the genesis of a problem and its solution, which gives us a better insight into the mathematical practice of the period.
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The Latin edition of this work has many extra features: Snellius corrected mistakes, changed the formulation of problems, and added elaborate commentaries and a number of his own mathematical inventions. The book can thus be seen to function as a dialogue between Van Ceulen and Snellius. Van Ceulen's book triggered Snellius to study and then comment on the solutions and inventions it contained. He sometimes expressed his approval of Van Ceulen's approach, but on occasion he was in doubt about the value of his former teacher's ideas, and so he sometimes changed the presentation and added his own ideas. The dialogue character of the book makes it a rare source for a historian of mathematics: Snellius not only does mathematics, but also talks about mathematics, thus making a direct comparison between his and Van Ceulen's approaches to the same problems possible. Snellius also reported on some work in progress and announced that he would make several of his inventions public on a later occasion.
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The dialogue between the dead Van Ceulen and the living Snellius in the Fundamenta was the follow-up to their discussions and collaboration while both were still alive. Snellius revealed, for instance, that a problem which Van Ceulen had included without explaining its origins had in fact been proposed by him. In this problem a triangle and a circle touching two of its sides and cutting its basis were studied; the sides of the triangle had to be calculated when some line segments in the figure were given. He compared his own and Van Ceulen's calculations and remarked that they had found different expressions for the same numbers. Van Ceulen had also included another complicated geometrical problem that had been proposed and solved by Snellius; in a figure involving a half-circle and a triangle the length of a certain line segment had to be calculated.
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More fundamental examples of confrontations of Van Ceulen's and Snellius's approaches can be found elsewhere in the book. Snellius criticised and improved the traditional proof of Heron's Theorem as embodied in Van Ceulen's version of it. He proved the validity of Van Ceulen's constructions of cyclic quadrilaterals for which the latter had not 24 The Fondamenten are hardly mentioned in modern literature. See [Bos, 2001a, index; Katscher, 1979, pp. 118-120] given proofs and extended this part with a theorem similar to Heron's for the area of such a quadrilateral. Van Ceulen and Snellius collaborated when solving triangle division problems, but they also developed their own solutions for these. All these cases have been discussed in detail in De Wreede [2007, Chapters 6-7] . Snellius also restructured large sections of the book to make the material fit better into a Euclidean mould.
The dedicatory letter: rhetoric and polemic

"Exceptional use"
Snellius's opinions on some mathematical issues are revealed in his dedicatory letter to the Fundamenta. Although hidden in the middle of the book, it is meant as an introduction. Snellius's quarrel with Adriana Simons mentioned above explains its unusual place. The fact that the dedicatory letter tells us more about methodological issues than the mathematical core of the book may be somewhat surprising. However, this core contains predominantly mathematical results and does not digress on mathematical method. This property can also be seen in other mathematical works by Snellius and others-and a similar statement even holds for humanist scholarship in general. Thus, according to Anthony Grafton, "In so far as there was a natural place for discussing method, it was the prefatory letter".
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The last part of Snellius's letter has a very polemical tone, as was often the case in dedicatory letters. His polemic about a seemingly irrelevant matter greatly helps to establish his position in relation to other mathematicians. Indeed, as Grafton remarks, "taking a position on a technical point about which earlier scholars had fallen out was one of the most forceful ways of declaring one's intellectual allegiance". 28 Snellius discussed three topics in his letter: the usefulness of mathematics, the use of numbers in geometry and Book X of Euclid's Elements. He connected these three in a complex and skilful rhetorical piece. Yet as in other specimens of the genre, the methodological statements are somewhat elusive, not only because a detailed technical exposition did not fit in the genre of a letter, but also because of the two very different purposes Snellius had for his letter.
In the first place, Snellius, by translating Van Ceulen's book from Dutch into Latin, wanted to introduce it into an international learned circle. This audience would not see the value of Van Ceulen's work as evident: the author was a typical Rechenmeister, someone from outside their circle, who had not mastered Latin and Greek and could only access the wealth of Greek mathematics indirectly. A major purpose of Snellius's dedicatory letter was to explain the merits of the Fundamenta and thus to elevate the status of Van Ceulen's work and of his own translation at the same time.
In the second place, Snellius had an extra mathematical purpose with his letter: he wanted the dedicatee to act as his patron and give him a leg up in his career as a professor. The dedicatee was Aemilius Rosendalius, who shared many scientific interests with Snellius and his father.
Snellius started the dedicatory letter with a defence of the usefulness of mathematics, including both pure and mixed mathematics. As examples of practical applications he mentioned weapons, ships, building machines, drawings, optical illusions, and the study of heavenly bodies. He further stated the role of the mathematical sciences in elevating the mind:
27 Grafton [1983, p. 6] . 28 Grefton [1983, p. 7] .
for apart from the conspicuous and wide-spread usefulness [of the mathematical sciences] in all parts of life, they also turn the mind and reasoning power away from the senses and direct them "to the contemplation of being"-because the human soul, which is blinded and buried by barbarian filth, "is purified and rekindled" by them. 29 The role of mathematics as an instrument to help the mind rise to the higher world of the "ideas" was a topos in philosophy, which was most vigorously advocated by Plato, who saw mathematics as an essential part of the education of the statesman-philosopher. Snellius included several quotations of Plato's Republic to accentuate this point.
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As the dedicatee was a lawyer, Snellius purposefully gave some examples from the use of mathematics in law. He referred to the rules for the division of inheritances, and of properties in the case of a divorce, harvest, and inundations in Roman law, and scornfully remarked that some commentators had not been able to explain these rules properly. Rosendalius, who according to Snellius had mastered both law and mathematics, could now be presented as a suitable person to dedicate this volume to.
The function of this first part of the letter was threefold. In the first place, it served as part of a general advertisement campaign for mathematics, a derivative of which was the advertising of the Fundamenta. The humanist terminology in which it was framed did indeed help to raise the book from a practitioner's work to a specimen of scholarship. In the second place, it put the dedicatee in the limelight. In the third place, this part, which neither advantaged nor excluded any part of mathematics or approach, was so uncontentious that the reader could only assent to it. This would make his mind more susceptible to the rest of the letter, which contained more controversial material.
The next topic raised in the letter was the use of numbers in geometry. This was a controversial subject due to the difficulties that Snellius and his contemporaries experienced in assigning a number to a line segment or to an area. 31 In summary, some of the difficulties relevant in this period were:
1. Numbers were traditionally absent from geometry, which meant that criteria for the exactness of operations involving them had not yet been developed. 2. There existed no natural candidate for the unit in geometry, that is, the line segment with the same function as the number 1. 3. In arithmetic, dimensions are absent. For this reason as many numbers as one wishes can be multiplied, and the product is still a number. On the other hand, all geometrical magnitudes have a dimension. The nearest operation to multiplication in arithmetic is rectangle formation in geometry, yet this latter increases the dimension of the constructed object by one every time it is applied. Because an object with more than three dimensions was unthinkable in classical geometry, geometrical magnitudes could not be multiplied without problems of interpretation.
29 "Namque praeter usum, quem per omnes vitae partes habent singularem longe lateque diffusum, mentem quoque et cogitationem a sensibus avocant et convertunt e ' p ı s gm sot ' omsoB 0 eam, his enim animus humanus barbarico caeno occaecatus et infossus e ' ,,a0a ıqesai ,a ı a ' mafxptqeĩsai repurgatur et resuscitatur" [ Van Ceulen, 1615b, p. 83] . 30 The two quotations above stem from Plato, Republic VII 525 a ("to the contemplation [. . .]") and VII 527 d ("purified and rekindled"). 31 For a careful analysis of the terms under consideration, many relevant questions and contemporary answers to them, see [Bos, 2001a, pp. 119-158] .
4. The incommensurability problem. Only if two line segments are commensurable, which means that a magnitude exists of which both are multiples, can both of them be expressed by a rational number. It was not clear how the relationship between incommensurable geometrical magnitudes could be described by numbers. 5. Good proof techniques were lacking in arithmetic, partly due to the absence of the concept of an indeterminate number.
Even though these difficulties were seen as obstacles, some mathematicians felt the need to explore both the similarities between arithmetic and geometry and the suitability of algebraic techniques for geometry in their search for an improvement of the methods of geometrical problem solving. Some authors-in particular Adrianus Romanus and Franc ßois Viète-focused on a general science (called Mathesis Universalis according to the former) of (abstract) magnitude, encompassing both numbers and geometrical magnitudes. These magnitudes were dealt with by means of proportions and algebra. Although Romanus had been Snellius's mentor for some time and although Viète received praise and other references in Snellius's work, Snellius is remarkably silent about their programme and clearly did not adopt it, maybe considering it as too distant from ancient traditions and his own needs.
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Another approach to bridging the gap between numbers and geometrical magnitudes was chosen by Simon Stevin, a mathematician who was also familiar to Snellius. Stevin extended the domain of numbers fundamentally, claiming that "number is that by which the quantity of everything is expressed," 33 in this way suggesting that "number essentially belongs in the nature of magnitude".
34 This seems to have appealed to Snellius more than the abstract approach of Romanus and Viète, probably because it was closer to Van Ceulen's practice.
In his dedicatory letter, Snellius defended Van Ceulen's experiments with the use of arithmetical tools in the Fundamenta. He claimed that numbers could accurately describe geometrical magnitudes and their relations:
[. . .] that we have sometimes also admitted numbers in the company of this subtle subject matter [geometry], because number is the exact translator of every common measure, ratio and proportion. 35 Snellius invoked Aristotle's support for this point of view, quoting Aristotle's phrase that "arithmetic is more exact than geometry". It seems that Snellius read too much into this passage when he wrote that:
I fully agree with him if he means to say that the parts of whichever magnitude and the small parts of parts are more accurately expressed in numbers because of the infinite divisibility, which the geometer cannot obtain in his actual construction. 36 32 For Romanus's Mathesis Universalis see Bockstaele [2009] . For early modern changes in the concepts of number and magnitude see Malet [2006] . 33 "Definition II. Nombre est cela, par lequel s'explique la quantité de chascune chose" [Stevin, 1585, p. 1] . Cp. footnote 52. 34 Malet [2006, pp. 76-77] Snellius seems to convey the message that two almost equal numbers can still be distinguished through their expression by different fractions, whereas the difference between two line segments of almost equal lengths can neither be observed nor constructed. The assertion is somewhat obscure, however, mainly because Snellius did not clarify his meaning by an example here or elsewhere. If the interpretation is correct, the statement is true, but hardly relevant to traditional geometers.
Snellius's interpretation of Aristotle is remarkably far removed from the source text. The Greek philosopher had in fact written:
Of the sciences the most exact are those which are most concerned with first principles; those sciences which are based on fewer principles are more exact than those which are more conditioned: thus arithmetic is more exact than geometry. What Aristotle meant by this is explained in a passage in the Posterior Analytics: geometry requires additional elements if compared to arithmetic, because numbers, which are only substances, are the subject of arithmetic, whereas in geometry points are studied, which are substances that have position.
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The discrepancy between Snellius's interpretation and the meaning conveyed by Aristotle himself can be explained by assuming that Snellius wanted to make the reader, who would not doubt Aristotle's authority, consent more easily to Snellius's potentially disputable statements on the use of numbers in geometry. The attentive reader could see that he was not cheated by Snellius, who had carefully written, "if he means". This creative use of classical quotations, to be understood sometimes with, sometimes without their original context, was common among humanist scholars. In this way, they could show their erudition and express their own thoughts with classical quotations as their building material.
The ingenuity of this passage lies in the fact that it-again-elevates Van Ceulen's work. His assignment of numerical values to geometrical objects could be interpreted as just a normal action stemming from applied mathematics, but Snellius tried to give a theoretical justification for it, thus making it into a methodology founded on Aristotelian principles. In this place, he gave his unqualified assent to Van Ceulen's approach. If he wanted to captivate and convince the readers, he could not immediately raise objections. Yet the main text shows that Snellius was no unconditional supporter of Van Ceulen's way of employing numbers in geometry (see Section 5).
Snellius did not elaborate on the concept of "number" either in the dedicatory letter or in the main text. Apparently he was willing to accept Van Ceulen's (nested) square roots, which were irrational, as numbers. Other categories of irrational numbers were not considered. He did not explain if and how irrational numbers should be approximated by fractions-apparently, once the principal step to express geometrical magnitudes by numbers was taken, the practical calculation and approximation rules for roots, which were discussed elaborately in the Fundamenta, were permissible. 39 37 Metaphysics, A, 2.982a 25-28, translation from Heath [1949, pp. 4-5] . 38 Posterior Analytics A, 27. 87a 31-37. This and related passages are given in English translation in Heath [1949, p. 5] ; cf Heath [1949, pp. 64-67] . Snellius may have found the quotation in Proclus's Commentary on the First Book of Euclid's Elements, but the interpretation cannot have been Proclus's, because the latter's rendering of Aristotle's text was much closer to the original [Proclus, 1992, pp. 47-48] . 39 See, e.g., [ Van Ceulen, 1615b, p. 149] , where the area of the triangle with sides 30-30-30 is determined. It is not stated explicitly that the rational expression of the value of the root involved in the calculation is an approximation.
The "cross for excellent minds"
After his free interpretation of the Aristotle quotation, Snellius connected Euclid's Elements X to the topic of the use of numbers in geometry:
And therefore, we need not object to the use of numbers by the lovers of learning, and especially that of irrational and surd numbers, as is shown in these books. And it is even more important [not to object] in order to make clear to everyone how useless this Pythagorean distribution of irrationality into thirteen species is for application. Euclid devoted the whole of the tenth book of the Elements to this distribution, although these general laws of writing numbers pay no attention to the question to which species the various numbers should be confined. For in fact, there exists one general rule for this writing of numbers.
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Before this quotation can be analyzed further, it is necessary to explain briefly the contents and reception of Elements X. Snellius was certainly not the first mathematician to have an awkward relationship with this book. It is devoted to the theory of the commensurability and incommensurability of magnitudes (often, but not necessarily, interpreted as line segments). Two magnitudes are called commensurable if a magnitude can be found of which they are both (integer) multiples. This concept was extended to commensurability "in square": two straight lines are commensurable in square when their squares are "measured by the same area", which means that an area can be found of which they are both multiples. Another key idea in the book is that of rationality: straight lines are called rational if they are commensurable in length or in square with respect to some reference line (which is also called rational).
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In the main part of Book X, the largest of the Elements, a classification of certain types of irrational magnitudes is unfolded. Ever since its appearance, the book has baffled its readers, especially because of its difficulty and unclear purpose (its application in Book XIII did not convince everyone of its use). After antiquity, problems of interpretation of Elements X arose due to its unclear relationship to the fields of geometry and arithmetic. One of the methods used to get a grip on the subject matter was to describe it in algebraic-arithmetical terms, traces of which can already be found in the Arab world in the 9th and 10th centuries.
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Although a description of the material by means of fractions and nested roots tempted later mathematicians, because it seemed to order the mass of material, this is not true to the character of the book in at least one respect: its foundations are geometrical, not arithmetical. This is proved by, among other things, the privileged position of square roots in the arithmetical translation: roots of higher degree are lacking because they do not correspond to line segments constructible by ruler and compass alone. Modern researchers still find it difficult to 40 "Eam ob causam numerorum, maxime irrationalium et surdorum usum istis libris illustratum philomatis invidere non debuimus: idque adeo tanto magis, ut clarum cuilibet sit, quantopere ad usum inutilis sit Pythagorea illa a ' koc ıaB in tredecim species distributio, in qua Euclides, totum 10 Elementorum librum occupavit, cum generales istae numerationis leges nihil pensi habeant ad quamnam speciem hic vel ille numerus sit referendus. Una enim et catholica huius numerationis regula est" [ Van Ceulen, 1615b, p. 84] . For "numeratio" as the writing and reading of integers in Hindu-Arabic notation, and sometimes some number theory, see [Kool, 1999, pp. 61-67 understand the purpose of Euclid's book, in which "the study of the theory is transformed into unbearable tedium, while its few central ideas are overwhelmed by the mass of repetitious detail" 43 and which is "a pedagogical disaster", 44 as writes Wilbur Knorr, who tried to uncover those central ideas.
A violent attack on the problematic 10th book was launched by Petrus Ramus in 1569 in his Scholae Mathematicae. After his criticisms, he gave his own arithmetical-algebraic interpretation of the material contained in the book.
In the beginning of his assessment of Book X (in Book 21 of the Scholae), Ramus claimed that Book X was useless and obscure, not because of the difficulty of its contents, but because of the absence of any indication of its underlying structure or its relevance. 45 He proceeded to blame the "superstition of the Pythagoreans" for the obscure exposition of the book and even contemplated excluding its subject matter from geometry, fixing his mind on the part of geometry that could be applied in some way.
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He expanded this viewpoint in the next part of his exposition, where he argued that Book X gave both too little and too much: too little, because it did not actually help the reader understand the cause of the fact that certain magnitudes are irrational, and too much, because it would be enough to know if two magnitudes are rational or irrational; the manipulations of different categories of irrationality were inane. 47 He concluded that the essence from Book X should be liberated from its "cross", that is, the complexity of the subject and its obscure exposition, a metaphor probably selected because of the similar forms of a cross and the capital X.
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In that way the book could finally be studied properly:
I for my part, having examined the whole of Book X earnestly and accurately, have not been able to reach any other conclusion than that a cross has been fixed to it in order to torture excellent minds on it. Therefore we must struggle with all our endeavour and zeal to unravel these topics most clearly, and to overturn and destroy the miserable and dismal cross and cast it down forever. 49 43 Knorr [1985, p. 34] . 44 Knorr [1983, p. 59] . See especially [Knorr, 1985, pp. 18-19] for the central ideas. Cf [Fowler, 1987, pp. 190-192] for a modern interpretation, stressing its geometrical character. 45 "Haec igitur materies est decimo libro proposita et eo modo tradita, ut in humanis literis atque artibus similem obscuritatem nusquam deprehenderim: obscuritatem dico non ad intelligendum quid praecipiat Euclides (id enim vel indoctis et illiteratis id solum quod adest, quodque praesens est intuentibus possit esse perspicuum) sed ad perspiciendum penitus et explorandum quis finis et usus sit operi propositus, quae genera, species, differentiae sint rerum subiectarum: nihil enim unquam tam confusum vel involutum legi vel audivi" [Ramus, 1569, pp. 257-258] . 46 "nulla pars geometriae (si tamen in vero geometriae usu locum ullum acumina ista habitura sint) inutilior, nulla tamen praeceptis et theorematis cumulatior" [Ramus, 1569, p. 258] . 47 "[. . .] nullum tamen verbum est in Euclide ad demonstrandum quamobrem aut quomodo sint haec irrationalia [. . .] Et tamen si quid irrationale esset, sciri oportuit, satis fuit generaliter sciri, quia hoc uno argumento tenearis tales lineas numero datae mensurae inexplicabiles esse, qua generis specie quave differentia exquirere, vanus et inanis labor fuerit" [Ramus, 1569, p. 258] . 48 Crux in classical Latin had the literal meaning of "frame of execution, cross" and the transferred meaning of "trouble, misery" [Lewis and Short, 1879, pp. 485-486] . 49 "Equidem toto decimo libro studiose et accurate considerato nihil aliud iudicare potui quam crucem in eo fixam esse, qua generosae mentes cruciarentur. Quare omni studio diligentiaque connitendum nobis est, ut ista clarissime evolvantur, miseraque et funesta crux evertatur et prosternatur, atque in perpetuum affligatur" [Ramus, 1569, p. 258] .
After this devastating criticism, Ramus announced that he would "deduce the whole material of the book on irrational lines with our method and in our way as if it were a scientific discipline", 50 to show that if it was exposed as clearly as possible and finally could be judged properly, it would appear that it really was useless. As an introduction to this exposition he gave an overview of calculations with integers, fractions, square roots, and nested roots (Book 24), and he ended his discussion of Book X with a very short rearrangement of its propositions, without proofs, but with references to Euclid's proposition numbers, some calculations, and numerical examples (Book 25).
Ramus's critical attitude can better be understood if it is seen against the background of his program to reform the school curriculum and to give mathematics a central place in it. He wanted to attain this central position by showing how relevant and useful mathematics was. In his view, Book X contradicted these advantages of mathematics and it could frighten away those people who were needed for the development of the new curriculum: teachers, university officials, and patrons. Moreover, he analyzed and criticized the Elements in the first place for the benefit of students, more than for professional mathematicians, therefore attaching much value to accessibility. In fact, in Ramus's time not many students would have studied the Elements as far as Book X. In its Euclidean form, the complexity of Book X would certainly have baffled them. The absence of proofs in Ramus's own exposition fitted into his system, where in general insight into the truth of propositions was not gained by the study of their formal proofs, but the place of a proposition in a deductive scheme should convince the student of its truth.
To conclude, Book X seems to have been a scapegoat for Ramus, containing every reproachable aspect of Euclidean geometry in a very explicit form: there were no connections with practice, it was badly structured, and its purpose and exposition were unclear. By distancing himself from the presumed shortcomings of Book X, Ramus must have hoped to gain more support for his striving to acquire a central role for mathematics in education.
Although not everyone shared Ramus's opinion of Elements X, his animadversion was influential. It even went so far that, according to Bos, the uselessness of Elements X became a kind of partisan slogan of those who favored the use of irrational numbers to simplify matters in geometry. 51 An example of such an advocate of numbers was Simon Stevin, who was also censorious of Book X, but less than Ramus. He devoted a separate part of his book La pratique d'Arithmétique (1585) to incommensurable quantities. In an appendix to the book, he gave his own version of Book X in which numbers were central, leaving out some of Euclid's categories to avoid a "useless loss of time '. 52 In his preface to the reader of this Traicté des incommensurables grandeurs, he repeated Ramus' the other commentators judged these propositions too obscure and the cross of the mathematicians.
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When reconsidering Snellius's statement about Book X in his dedicatory letter, we see that he considered its subject matter as (irrational) numbers, not as geometrical magnitudes. He argued that it was senseless to categorize these numbers, because the same (writing) rules applied to all categories. This attitude echoes Stevin's inclusive conception.
Snellius professed that he was not very much impressed by the application of the theory of incommensurability to the study of the five regular solids, although Proclus had stated that the construction of those solids was one of the principal aims of the Elements:
According to Proclus, Euclid however (a philosopher of the Pythagorean sect), turned his mind most of all to the Pythagorean construction of the solid bodies, as though that was the highest reward and final purpose of geometry.
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Just like Ramus, Snellius assumed that the Pythagoreans were responsible for the impractical side of the Elements.
Snellius then boldly stated that the contents of Book X appear nowhere in the work of Archimedes, Apollonius, Serenus, Theodosius, Menelaus, Ptolemy, Eutocius, Diophantus, or even Euclid outside the Elements. Therefore, Book X should be disposed of, at least in education:
therefore [we can say that] the cross has only been stuck on top of it, and that it can be removed very easily just by calculations on the abacus. And although these [discussions] could be stored in the mathematical library as mere subtleties, they should still be separated from the elementary instruction, as being less useful. Because in case they should turn out to be useful, then this entire subspecies (of which that book [Elements X] undertakes to explain merely a part), would no doubt include more faraway hidden learning and wisdom. 55 Clearly, Snellius was not very patient with mathematical knowledge for its own sake. He wanted mathematical learning to be useful, which meant that it should be relevant outside mathematics, or that it could be applied in some other parts of mathematics. He acknowledged that more learning such as that in Book X could exist: not completely without value, 53 "les autres [commentateurs iugeoient] que ce sont propositions trop obscures, et la croix des Mathematiciens" [Stevin, 1585, p. 162] . The preface is reprinted, with an English summary, in Stevin [1958, B, pp. 713-721] . See [Stevin, 1585, pp. 161-201] for the appendix. For a summary and analysis of Stevin's point of view, see [Bos, 2001a, pp. 138-141] . Bos also indicates the weakness of Stevin's approach, which is the lack of a proper definition of number such that the existence of all Stevin's "numbers" could be proved. "However, such precision came to mathematics only in the late nineteenth century, so Stevin's defence of numbers may well have seemed, although perhaps not ultimately convincing, yet strong and legitimate enough" [Bos, 2001a, p. 141] . 54 "Verum Euclides, Pythagoreae sectae philosophus, potissimum se ad Pythagoream solidorum corporum adscriptionem composuit, inquit Proclus, tanquam illud esset Geometriae summum bonum et finis extremus" [Van Ceulen, 1615b, p. 84 ]. Proclus had written, "This, then, is its [from the Elements] aim: both to furnish the learner with an introduction to the science as a whole and to present the construction of the several cosmic figures" [Proclus, 1970, p. 59] . 55 ". . .crux igitur quaedam istic tantum defixa est, quae solo calculo in abaco facillime tollatur: et quamvis ista tanquam subtilia in Mathematica bibliotheca conservari possint: attamen ut minus utilia a rsoivei xrei segregari debent. nam si ista usum habeant, totum hoc genus, cuius ille liber particulam duntaxat aliquam explicandam sibi sumit haud dubie plus longe reconditae eruditionis et scientiae complectetur" Van Ceulen [1615b, p.84] .
but too far away from common experience to be worth the effort of understanding for anyone but an extremely small group.
Snellius continued his dedicatory letter in a slightly more moderate tone:
But anyhow, since it is certain that Euclid has intimately connected the study of these [irrationalities] with bare [i.e. without numbers] lines and magnitudes (very certain proofs of which can be found everywhere in Antiquity, in the work of Archimedes, Eutocius, Ptolemy and others), it is no wonder that logicians of a better insight have removed this unfruitful exactness and have directed their discussion back to calculations with irrational and surd numbers, just like the most celebrated mathematicians of this age do. For do they in fact take their hands off this work, those who are the most fervent students of this kind of calculation, and who waste all their time doing this only, when the numbers grow exceedingly, and as it were collapse by their own weight?
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In this last part, Snellius propagated the algebraic-arithmetical approach to Book X, substantiating his argument by an appeal to the authority of some logicians and modern mathematicians, whom he did not name, but among whom Ramus, who had always stressed the importance of the right (logical) method, and Stevin are certainly meant. The reference to the cross reflects the words of both Ramus and Stevin. When Snellius entered upon the Book X issue, he took a position on a controversial topic. Van Ceulen's Fondamenten did not make a discussion of Euclid's Book X necessary, because he usually calculated with well-chosen numerical examples, containing only integers and (nested) square roots, and approximated his answers in other cases. He did not even refer to it himself, perhaps not knowing its contents because he was not able to read Latin or Greek. Moreover, Book X did not forbid the use of numbers in geometry anyway. The seeming irrelevance of Snellius's vehement statement makes it all the more remarkable, because he must have chosen it very consciously, taking the risk that it could jeopardize the acceptance of the Fundamenta. He may have selected it to show that he was capable of judging a theoretical question, but objected to mathematics concentrating on arcane theoretical subtleties-in other words, to show that he knew the right middle way between pedestrian everyday applications and ethereal futilities. Probably he assumed that well educated persons like Rosendalius had heard of the notoriously inaccessible Book X.
There may, however, be an explanation for Snellius's discussion of Book X that goes back to his youth. Although this motive is uncertain, it is worth pondering. The explanation is based on a letter written by Adrianus Romanus to Clavius in 1595, in which Romanus reported on news he had received from Van Ceulen. In this period, Scaliger and Van Ceulen were involved in a dispute about the former's erroneous quadrature of the circle; Romanus kept his correspondent informed about the affair. He told him that Van Ceulen had written a refutation of Scaliger's quadrature of the circle. The letter in which Van Ceulen's manuscript was contained was taken to Scaliger by a certain young man, who was in Scaliger's company 56 "atqui cum certum sit Euclidem istarum contemplationem nudis lineis et magnitudinibus astrinxisse (eius enim rei documenta in omni antiquitate exstant certissima, apud Archimedem Eutocium, Ptolemaeum, alios) non mirum est purioris iudicii logicos sublata illa sterili a ' ,qibokoc ıa earum tractationem ad surdorum et irrationalium logisticam cum celeberrimis huius aevi Mathematicis reiecisse. Nam et illi ipsi qui huius numerationis sunt studiosissimi, quique omnem aetatem in ea sola triverunt, cum numeri ultra modum excrescunt, et quasi mole sua ruunt, ecquid manum de tabula tollunt?" [earum: Fundamenta reads carum; I corrected to earum] [ Van Ceulen, 1615b, p. 84] . For the last expression, cf C. Plinius Secundus, Naturalis Historia 35.80.5: ". . . quod manum de tabula sciret tollere, memorabili praecepto nocere saepe nimiam diligentiam." on a daily basis and who was taught arithmetic by Van Ceulen. Romanus's letter tells us that Scaliger stubbornly persevered in his error and that the young man had reported to Van Ceulen that Scaliger had begun to study Book X of Euclid and arithmetic diligently. Romanus supposed that Scaliger did so to enable him to understand Van Ceulen's answer, in which undoubtedly incommensurable or irrational numbers would have been included.
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The identity of this young man is not given, yet Snellius is a very probable candidate. He was a young man, fifteen years old, when the letter of Romanus to Clavius was written, and he was in touch with Scaliger and a pupil of Van Ceulen. The scale of the university was very small, which makes the number of candidates for the "young man" limited, especially because an average university student would neither attend Scaliger's privatissima, nor follow lessons in a subject as practical as arithmetic with a teacher from outside the university.
If we do indeed suppose that the reference is to Snellius, we can imagine that this episode was most unpleasant for him. Two of his teachers disagreed fundamentally on the solution of a hallmark mathematical problem. Scaliger tried to defeat Van Ceulen by disdainfully questioning his social status, whereas Van Ceulen was superior in terms of the value of his mathematical arguments. As the messenger between the two, Snellius may have felt pressed to choose sides. Although his mathematical education must have enabled him to understand the truth of Van Ceulen's objections, it cannot have been easy to take sides with him against Scaliger. The latter not only embodied humanist scholarship at the highest level, but also could develop Snellius's philological skills and help Snellius enter a more prestigious world than the one in which Van Ceulen functioned.
This loyalty conflict, so symbolic for the quest for the true nature of and best position for his own mathematics, must have made a big impression on Snellius. Even if as a boy he was not able to understand all the mathematical arguments and judge the value of the positions of the two fighting cocks, as an adult he would have been able to judge them. When he wrote the dedicatory letter to the Fundamenta, both his teachers had been dead for several years. By doing away with Book X, which had apparently played a role in the conflict, he may symbolically have been trying to remove a bone of contention 20 years after the event.
Returning to firmer ground, we can certainly conclude that the connection between the approval of the use of numbers in geometry and the rejection of Book X shows the influence of Ramus and Stevin on Snellius. Both of them had tried to make this book easier or even superfluous by a description of its contents by means of numbers. Neither they nor Snellius could see any function of the book in solving geometrical problems, nor could any of them think of another useful application of its material. Snellius, instead of trying to grasp its hidden purpose, welcomed the innovation of the expression of ratios as numbers, in this case following the more recent authority of Ramus and Stevin. Assumptions about the aim of geometry also play a role. Snellius was focused on geometrical problem solving, in which (irrational) numbers can be used as an auxiliary device to increase efficiency, whereas Euclid built an axiomatic-deductive geometrical structure, in which the study of (in)commensurable magnitudes has a significant (though hard to grasp) part.
Nowhere in the letter did Snellius explicitly acknowledge his indebtedness to either Ramus or Stevin, but this need not surprise us, because he mainly used the letter as an advertisement for himself and Van Ceulen. 58 Nonetheless, his references, most notably to Ramus, are so clear that a large part of the expert audience must have recognized them. 57 Bockstaele [1976, pp. 120-121] . 58 Cf [Grafton, 1983, p. 6 ].
Implicitly, Snellius thus endorsed the Ramist programme for the propagation of lucid and practical mathematics.
After the denunciation of Book X, Snellius referred the reader to Book V of the Fundamenta to see what Van Ceulen and he had actually done. This book deals with all sorts of geometrical problems that are solved by geometry or "algebra" (calculations with both roots and unknowns).
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At the end of the dedicatory letter, Snellius repeated the topical reference to usefulness once more:
To conclude: this handling of numbers must be approved in so far as profit flows forth from thence to other fields as well.
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To summarize, the dedicatory letter to the Fundamenta shows that Snellius was a competent humanist, who mastered rhetoric well enough to be able to write a showpiece, starting with some commonplaces, then addressing more controversial issues and showing the sharpness of his wit, and finally mitigating his tone again to show his reasonableness. He promoted the style of Van Ceulen, that of geometrical problem solving made more efficient by means of numbers, by developing a compact theoretical framework for it, leaning on earlier work by Ramus and Stevin. This style had a goal different from that of the Elements, yet that work was preserved as a treasury of geometrical tools.
Thus, this two-page dedicatory letter, hidden in the middle of a book of which Snellius was not the original author, in fact contains a splendid summary of Snellius's mathematical style: he strove after a good balance of theoretical and practical mathematics, welcomed usefulness, hated obscurity, and was open to moderate innovations in classical geometry. As a humanist, he found valuable material in the ancient authors, to whom he added Ramus as a new authority, but he was perfectly capable of voicing his own opinions and constructing his own text on the basis of these. And not unimportantly: the letter had a function in the extra mathematical world, where it was an instrument by which to receive promotion in the academic hierarchy.
Van Ceulen's and Snellius's calculations with segment-number pairs
A fine example of Van Ceulen's and Snellius's actual use of numbers in geometry is found in the section of the Fundamenta in which they introduce the four elementary operations applied to line segments of which the length is expressible in numbers. 61 Numbers are, as always in the Fondamenten and Fundamenta, integers, fractions, square roots, and nested roots, all positive.
62 If a unit line segment is given, line segments of all these lengths are constructible with ruler and compass alone. In this section of the Fondamenten, Van Ceulen explained the reverse; that is, how to construct a unit length on the basis of a line 59 "Problematum miscellaneorum liber quintus, quae hic vel Geometrice per solas lineas, vel per canonem triangulorum, aut denique per Algebricas positiones solvuntur." [quintus: Fundamenta reads quartus; I corrected to quintus] [ Van Ceulen, 1615b, p. 185] . 60 "Est itaque numerorum ista tractatio eatenus probanda, quatenus ad alia etiam aliqua utilitas inde redundet" [ Van Ceulen, 1615b, p. 84] . 61 Cf the discussion in Bos [2001a, pp. 154-157] . 62 Elsewhere in the book, these categories are also used to approximate the solutions of equations of degree 3 and higher, which arise when the sides of regular polygons are calculated. remarked severely that Van Ceulen misapplied his own words, because he wrote about the side of a line, whereas he meant the side of a square equal to a rectangle contained by a line segment of the length of AB and by a line segment equal to the unit of the same measure. 70 Thus, Snellius reinterpreted Van Ceulen's problem in exact geometrical terms; in this context, a root is not a number, but the side of a square, and the dimensions of all magnitudes involved should be established unequivocally. This reformulation did not have any consequences for the actual solution of the problem.
An adherent of traditional Euclidean geometry would probably have his doubts about the nonsystematic aspect of Van Ceulen's first construction and the sloppy formulation of the second problem. Yet in the next case, the exact formulation of the problem is still more problematic. This is the multiplication of two line segments, where a similar difference in approach between Van Ceulen and what this author claims, i.e. that the result of the geometrical multiplication of two lines is a line, is not supported by any authority, just as that which follows, i.e. that a line would result from the mutual division of two lines.
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Thus Snellius indeed interpreted Van Ceulen's words as meaning that the product of two line segments is actually a line segment. He proceeded to say that although the problem was ridiculous, the solution was legitimate and therefore he rephrased the problem in terms that would make it geometrically valid according to his norms, returning to the old familiar terms of rectangle application and proportions, as follows:
Two right lines are given according to the value of the same measure: A is ffiffiffiffiffi 19 p ; B is 3, and it is required to find the length which originates from the application of the rectangle that is contained by them to the unit of the same measure. In other words: if the ratio 1 unit to B (which equals 3) is equal to the ratio A (which equals He then stressed that a line is essentially different from an area, and that the outcome of a multiplication of two lines is a parallelogram and cannot be equal to a line, "because no ratio or mathematical comparison exists between an area and a line". 
Conclusion
Snellius found himself in an awkward position when translating the part of the Fondamenten dealing with line segment-number pairs. Van Ceulen approached the topic of the four basic operations applied to line segments with numbers in a relaxed way with which Snellius fundamentally could not agree. Snellius's mathematical conscience could not allow him to translate a section that was too sloppy, in his view, without a critical commentary.
For early modern mathematicians, the introduction of numbers into geometry was a difficult matter, for which new kinds of problems had to be solved. The example discussed above shows how Van Ceulen and Snellius tried to deal with some of the key difficulties: the lack of a unit in geometry, the absence of dimensions, and the need for proof methods in geometry with numbers. Snellius's cautious reactions show that his enthusiastic support of the admittance of numbers into the company of geometry of the dedicatory letter did not mean that this support was unconditional, and that he was too much attached to the classical geometrical concepts to exchange them altogether for new methods. The absence of references to the innovative programmes of Romanus and Viète must have been a conscious choice: abstract magnitudes did not attract Snellius, in his universe geometry was 76 "Namque quod hic autor postulat duarum linearum multiplicatione Geometrica lineam fieri, tam a ' 0 ,tqom est, quam id quod sequitur mutua duarum linearum divisione lineam existere" [ Van Ceulen, 1615b, p. 113 dominant and numbers played a subservient role. Rather, Snellius seems to have borrowed some thoughts from Stevin to defend Van Ceulen's practice, without embarking on a program to integrate arithmetic, algebra, and geometry himself or extending the domain of geometry. To this, Snellius preferred small-scale contributions to the tradition, offering new, more exact, and more elegant solutions to problems than his predecessors had offered.
Snellius's slightly inconsistent attitudes toward the use of arithmetic in geometry in the different sections of the Fundamenta 79 show that his qualifications of exact mathematics were to a certain extent context dependent, both depending on the mathematical problem that had to be solved, the cruciality of foundations there, and the argumentative purpose that Snellius had with a text. A dedicatory letter was the place for overblown statements, the chapters more suitable for technical subtleties. The textual and, connected with that, the rhetorical structure of early modern mathematics in general is strong. In this framework, concepts and methods are not and cannot be made as exact as their modern counterparts.
In the Fundamenta, Snellius managed to incorporate the influences of all the main teachers of his youth, all dead by the time of its publication. These influences could not easily be reconciled, but Snellius managed to develop his own style on the basis of his father's Ramism, Van Ceulen's mathematical ability and Scaliger's humanist scholarship. The complexity of the dedicatory letter is partly explained by the frictions between these different styles. The results of both the dedication and Snellius's own style in general were positive: Snellius became a regular professor, and a respected and appreciated mathematician both during his life and afterward.
